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Freeks
Amanda Hocking
Amanda Hocking's fans will love this thrilling, atmospheric YA
romance—her first standalone novel for print!
Welcome to Gideon Davorin’s Traveling Carnival, where necromancy,
magical visions, and pyrokinesis are more than just part of the act…
Mara has always longed for a normal life in a normal town where no one has
the ability to levitate or predict the future. Instead, she roams from place to
place, cleaning the tiger cage while her friends perform supernatural feats
every night.
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When their struggling sideshow is miraculously offered the money they need
if they set up camp in Caudry, Louisiana, Mara meets local-boy Gabe…and a
normal life has never looked more appealing.
But before long, performers begin disappearing and bodies are found mauled by
an invisible beast. Mara realizes that there’s a sinister presence lurking in the
town with its sights set on getting rid of the sideshow freeks. In order to
unravel the truth before the attacker kills everyone Mara holds dear, she has
seven days to take control of a power she didn’t know she was capable
of—one that could change her future forever.
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“Amanda Hocking always has interesting, intense and beautiful storylines.”
—USA Today.com
“Hocking is a paranormal YA favorite, and her latest does not disappoint. Readers
will feel transported by this beautifully written story. There's adventure, heart and
thrills. Hocking's latest will have no trouble keeping the rapt attention of thrillseekers and romantics alike.” —RT Bookreviews
“The novel's lingering questions and the author's knack for cliffhangers are
reason enough to anticipate the next installment.” —Publisher's Weekly
AMANDA HOCKING is the author of the New York Times bestselling Trylle trilogy, its
spin-off the Kanin Chronicles, the Watersong series and six additional self-published novels.
She made international headlines by selling over a million copies of her self-published books,
primarily in eBook format. She lives in Minnesota, where she's at work on the next book.
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Dreamworld
Two Books in One: Dreamfire & Dreamfever
Kit Alloway
For the first time in paperback, experience Kit Alloway’s
Dreamfire and Dreamfever together in one stunning package.
Kit Alloway’s Dreamfire and Dreamfever are now available in paperback for
the first time, together in one stunning package. Discover the exciting and
turbulent world of the Dreamwalker in this convenient bind-up.
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Unlike most 17-year-olds, Joshlyn Weaver has a sacred duty. She’s the
celebrated daughter of the dreamwalkers, a secret society whose members
enter the Dream universe we all share and battle nightmares. If they fail, the
emotional turmoil in the Dream could boil over and release nightmares into
the World.
Despite Josh’s reputation as a dream walking prodigy, she’s haunted by her
mistakes. A lapse in judgment and the death of someone she loved have
shaken her confidence. Now she’s been assigned an apprentice, a boy whose
steady gaze sees right through her, and she’s almost as afraid of getting close
to him as she is of getting him killed.
But when strangers with impossible powers begin appearing in the Dream, it
isn’t just Will that Josh has to protect—it’s the whole World.
PR A I SE

“The nightmare vignettes are rivetingly chilling. A dark and exciting paranormal
adventure that will keep patient genre fans up late.” —Kirkus Reviews on
Dreamfire
“Dreamfire is an amazing fantasy novel with realistic characters who will grab
readers from the first page, immersing them in a fantastic new universe. Divergent
fans will be pleased with the unique concept. The twisty plot never dulls, leaving
readers guessing til the end. Alloway is one author to be on the lookout for.” —RT
Book Reviews on Dreamfire
KIT ALLOWAY writes primarily for young adults, having always had an affection for
teenagers. In addition to writing, she plays various musical instruments, decorates cakes,
mixes essential oils, and studies East European languages. She lives in Louisville, KY with
her family and four very tiny dogs.
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The Radius of Us
Marie Marquardt
From the acclaimed author of Dream Things True comes a
powerful story of two young people overcoming impossible
odds to stay together when it seems the world wants to break
them apart.
What happens when you fall in love with someone everyone seems determined
to fear?
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Ninety seconds can change a life—not just daily routine, but who you are as a
person. Gretchen Asher knows this, because that’s how long a stranger held
her body to the ground. When a car sped toward them and Gretchen’s
attacker told her to run, she recognized a surprising terror in his eyes. And
now she doesn’t even recognize herself.
Ninety seconds can change a life—not just the place you live, but the person
others think you are. Phoenix Flores—Flores knows this, because months
after setting off toward the U.S. / Mexico border in search of safety for his
brother, he finally walked out of detention. But Phoenix didn’t just trade a
perilous barrio in El Salvador for a leafy suburb in Atlanta. He became that
person—the one his new neighbors crossed the street to avoid.
Ninety seconds can change a life—so how will the ninety seconds of Gretchen
and Phoenix’s first encounter change theirs?
Told in alternating first person points of view, The Radius of Us is a story of
love, sacrifice, and the journey from victim to survivor. It offers an intimate
glimpse into the causes and devastating impact of Latino gang violence, both
in the U.S. and in Central America and explores the risks that victims take
when they try to start over. Most importantly, The Radius of Us shows how
people struggling to overcome trauma can find healing in love.
PR A I SE

“Worthy examination of undocumented immigration in the American South
through the lens of young love.” —Kirkus on Dream Things True
“A true Romeo and Juliet romance with a wider moral sweep—tender, heartwrenching and wise. Every character shines.” —Huntley Fitzpatrick, author of The
Boy Most Likely To on Dream Things True
MARIE MARQUARDT is a Scholar-in-Residence at Emory University’s Candler School of
Theology and author of Dream Things True. She has published articles and co-authored two
non-fiction books about Latin American immigration to the U.S. South. Marie is co-chair of El
Refugio, a non-profit that serves detained immigrants and their families, and a member of the We
Need Diverse Books team. She lives in a busy household in Decatur, Georgia with her spouse,
four children, a dog, and a bearded dragon.
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Wintersong
S. Jae-Jones
Dark, romantic and unforgettable, a fantastical coming-of-age
story for fans of Labyrinth and The Darkest Part of the Forest.
“A maze of beauty and darkness, of music and magic and glittering
things, all tied together with exquisite writing. This is a world you
will want to stay lost in.”—Marie Lu, #1 New York Times bestselling
author
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Deep in his terrifying realm underground, the cold and forbidding Goblin King
casts a dark shadow over nineteen-year-old Liesl. Her grandmother has always
warned her to follow the old laws, for every year on the longest night of
winter, she claims, the Goblin King will emerge into the waking world in
search of his eternal bride. Sensible and plain, Liesl knows it’s her duty to
keep her beautiful sister Käthe safe from harm. But Liesl finds refuge only in
the wild, captivating music, composed in secret in honor of the mysterious
Goblin King.
When Käthe is stolen by the Goblin King, Liesl knows she must set aside her
childish fantasies to journey to the Underground and save her. Drawn despite
herself to the strange, beautiful world she finds—and the mysterious man who
rules it—she finds herself facing an impossible choice. With time and the old
laws working against her, Liesl must discover who she truly is before her fate
is sealed.
Set at the turn of the 19th century, when young upstart composers like
Beethoven were forever altering the sound of music, S. Jae-Jones’ richly
imagined debut spins a spellbinding tale of music, love, sisterhood, and a
young woman’s search for self-actualization.
PR A I SE

“A darkly lush and dangerous tale... Beautiful writing evokes powerful emotions
in this journey into the meaning of sacrifice and the power of love.” —Kate Elliott
“Spellbinding and sexy, Wintersong is a feast for all the senses. I didn’t want this
beautifully written book to end.” —Renée Ahdieh, #1 New York Times bestselling
author
“Labyrinth by way of Angela Carter... Deliciously romantic, with a nuanced
Goblin King and a strong heroine, this story was rife with fairy tales, music, and
enchantment.” —Roshani Chokshi, New York Times bestselling author of The
Star-Touched Queen
S. JAE-JONES graduated with a B.A. in English and American Literature from New York
University. She is a regular contributor to Pub(lishing) Crawl and has written for them since
2012. A Southern California native, she now lives in North Carolina, as well as many other
places on the internet, including Twitter, Tumblr, and her blog.
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The Weight of Feathers
Anna-Marie McLemore
In this critically acclaimed young adult novel, which was a
finalist for the prestigious YALSA Morris Award, two teens from
rival families fall in love despite almost impossible odds.
The Palomas and the Corbeaus have long been rivals and enemies, locked in
an escalating feud for over a generation. Both families make their living as
traveling performers in competing shows—the Palomas swimming in
mermaid exhibitions, the Corbeaus, former tightrope walkers, performing in
the tallest trees they can find.
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Lace Paloma may be new to her family’s show, but she knows as well as
anyone that the Corbeaus are pure magia negra, black magic from the devil
himself. Simply touching one could mean death, and she’s been taught from
birth to keep away. But when disaster strikes the small town where both
families are performing, it’s a Corbeau boy, Cluck, who saves Lace’s life. And
his touch immerses her in the world of the Corbeaus, where falling for him
could turn his own family against him, and one misstep can be just as
dangerous on the ground as it is in the trees.
Beautifully written, and richly imaginative, The Weight of Feathers is an
utterly captivating young adult novel by a talented new voice.
PR A I SE

“You’ve never read a love story quite like this one.” —Bustle
M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Griffin Teen Promotion
Email Marketing Campaign
Active on Facebook
Active on Twitter
Author Website:
annamariemclemore.com

“With prose as magical as its characters... An exciting debut.” —Paste Magazine
“McLemore is a writer to watch.” —The Guardian
“It’s a dangerous, intriguing, and gorgeously written story that fans of The Night
Circus are sure to enjoy.” —Buzzfeed
“This debut novel, about standing up for those you love, is ‘Night Circus’ meets
the Hatfields and McCoys.” —The Boston Globe
ANNA-MARIE MCLEMORE was born in the foothills of the San Gabriel Mountains and
grew up in a Mexican-American family. She attended University of Southern California on a
Trustee Scholarship. A Lambda Literary Fellow, she has had work featured by the
Huntington-USC Institute on California and the West, CRATE Literary Magazine's cratelit,
Camera Obscura's Bridge the Gap Series, and The Portland Review. The Weight of Feathers
is her first novel.
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Dream Forever
A Novel
Kit Alloway
As the veil to the Dream becomes dangerously thin, Josh must
stop it from tearing to save the world, in the conclusion to The
Dream Walker Trilogy.
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Trying to control her powers as the True Dream Walker is hard enough with
Feodor as her instructor. But trying to learn her strengths with a broken heart
makes it nearly impossible for Josh. When mysterious tears in the veil
separating the Dream from the waking world begin to appear, and with
Peregrine still on the run and Haley trapped in Death, Josh finds herself truly
in over her head. With the World threatening to crumble around her, Josh
must figure out who she really is and what she wants in time to save it,
herself, and everyone she loves.
You won’t be disappointed in this exciting conclusion to Kit Alloway’s The
Dream Walker Trilogy.
PR A I SE
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“The nightmare vignettes are rivetingly chilling. A dark and exciting paranormal
adventure that will keep patient genre fans up late.” —Kirkus Reviews on
Dreamfire
“A suspenseful riddle full of intrigue.” —Publishers Weekly on Dreamfire
KIT ALLOWAY writes primarily for young adults, having always had an affection for
teenagers. In addition to writing, she plays various musical instruments, decorates cakes,
mixes essential oils, and studies East European languages. She lives in Louisville, KY with
her family and four very tiny dogs. She is also the author of Dreamfire and Dreamfever.
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A Crown of Wishes
Roshani Chokshi
A beautiful, lush fantasy from the author of The Star-Touched
Queen.
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Gauri, the princess of Bharata, has been taken as a prisoner of war by her
kingdom’s enemies. Faced with a future of exile and scorn, Gauri has nothing
left to lose. Hope unexpectedly comes in the form of Vikram, the cunning
prince of a neighboring land and her sworn enemy kingdom. Unsatisfied with
becoming a mere puppet king, Vikram offers Gauri a chance to win back her
kingdom in exchange for her battle prowess. Together, they’ll have to set
aside their differences and team up to win the Tournament of Wishes – a
competition held in a mythical city where the Lord of Wealth promises a
wish to the victor.
Reaching the tournament is just the beginning. Once they arrive, danger takes
on new shapes: poisonous courtesans and mischievous story birds, a feast of
fears and twisted fairy revels.
Every which way they turn new trials will test their wit and strength. But what
Gauri and Vikram will soon discover is that there’s nothing more dangerous
than what they most desire.
PR A I SE

Praise for The Star-Touched Queen:
New York Times Bestseller
#9 on the Summer 2016 Kids' Indie Next List
An Amazon Best Book of the Month
A Goodreads Best Book of the Month

“Chokshi's prose is captivating, and the pages come alive …. Maya is a strong
heroine, and while there is romance, an emphasis on familial love adds another
level of richness to a folkloric fantasy about sacrifice, self-discovery, and making
your own destiny.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review
“Richly imagined, deeply mythic, filled with lovely language… this is an author to
watch” — Kirkus Reviews
"Magic is woven into every word of the STAR-TOUCHED QUEEN. Vibrantly
imagi...
ROSHANI CHOKSHI, is a 2008 Pushcart Prize nominee. Her work has appeared in Loose
Change, In The Fray, and The Feminist Wire. One of her short stories was a finalist in the
2014 Katha Fiction Contest (hosted by Khabar Magazine and India Currents Online) and will
be published sometime in October. The Star-Touched Queen is her first novel.
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Give Me a K-I-L-L
A Fear Street Novel
R.L. Stine
The sixth new book in the re-launch of R.L. Stine’s bestselling
Fear Street series, which has sold more than 80 million copies
around the world.
At Shadyside High, cheerleading can be a scream!
For the first time since the original series, R.L. Stine brings back his most
beloved characters—the cheerleaders of Shadyside High.
YO U N G AD U LT FI C T I O N /
H O RR O R
A Thomas Dunne Book for St. Martin's Griffin
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Author Website: rlstine.com

The cheerleading squad at Shadyside has always been strong, but now there are
rumors that lack of funds may mean the end of cheerleading at Shadyside.
That would be a shame for Heather Wyatt, who has just transferred from her
old school, where she was a star, and is eager to join the squad. There’s only
one other girl who stands in her way—rich, spoiled Devra Dalby, who is also
trying out for the one open slot. The competition to join the squad is
anything but friendly—and it ends in murder. Will Heather make the squad—if
there's even a squad anymore—or will she end up dead?
Packed with screams and guaranteed to send a shiver up your spine, this is a
terrifying installment in Stine's bestselling Fear Street series.
PR A I SE

Praise for Fear Street:
“Stine has finally outdone himself....The horror writer has come up with his most
gruesome scene ever.” —LA Times
“Chock full of suspenseful moments, sneaky plot twists, and gruesome details.”
—New York Daily News
“It’s impossible not to be sucked into the swift pace and delightfully spine-tingling
moments.” —Booklist
“These books are designed to be a pleasant diversion as well as fodder for
nightmares...and the author doesn’t disappoint.” —Kirkus
“A volume that proves why Stine’s books endure.” —School Library Journal
R.L. STINE is one of the bestselling children’s authors in history with more than 400 million
books sold to date. In 1989, Stine created the Fear Street series, one of the bestselling young
adult book series in history with 80 million copies sold worldwide. He is also the author of
the bestselling children’s series Goosebumps, which began in 1992 and has sold 300 million
copies around the world. The Goosebumps series was made into a feature film starring Jack
Black as R.L. Stine.
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